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The Parkers

From the local paper

Winteries

Well
done
2nds!

The Seconds
have fought
their way in to
the semi final
having won
their last 3
games. This will
be played on
Saturday 23rd
June at Princes
Park.
A cheer squad
would be most
welcome.
Good Luck and
bowl your best!
The Firsts and
Thirds both
finished 7th in
their Divisions.
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At a recent match at a
neighbouring club, an incoming
bowl from the opposition skip
avoided the bowls in the head,
but almost ran into the foot of
our third, who was distracted by
a conversation with a player on
a neighbouring rink. Thankfully,
cries of ‘Incoming!’ alerted our
player and he stepped out of the
way just in time. The opposition
third commented, ‘It’s a good thing
you moved your foot or I would
have claimed an eight.’ Is that the
correct outcome when an incoming
bowl hits an opposition player’s
foot?
Footloose Frank
Dear Frank,
No, this is not a situation in which
an eight can be awarded. In fact
there are very few such situations.
In the case described, when a
team’s bowl on it’s original course
and having not disturbed the head,
is displaced by an opposing player,
the skip of the delivering team
must choose between the following
options:
(1) have the bowl replayed,
(2) place the bowl where he/she
believes the bowl would have
come to rest, or
(3) leave the bowl where it did
come to rest.
The third at the head end can act
on behalf of his/her skip in this
regard. So the cost of your third’s
inattention would not have been
an eight scored against you, but
it would have given the opposing
team some valuable options to
choose from.

From the Archives
of the APBC

The minutes of the Annual Meeting of the
Club in 1879 offers the following report on the
Club’s bowling perfomance that season:
Inter Club Matches: The Club has played nine matches
during the Season, (5) Five of which were won and four lost.
This is a more creditable performance than has ever hitherto
been achieved by the Club during its existence.
Trophy Match: In the trophy match we are sorry to say that
we did not acquit ourselves very creditably, our teams apparently
completely breaking down. The only cause that this result can
be attributed to is that the ground chosen for the Contest was
altogether unsuitable.
So, at least from 1879, we’ve been blaming the green
for not winning a final. Which just goes to show that
there are no new excuses under sun! We can only
wonder what the report of the winning club had to say
about that.

At the AGM in 1916, a motion was put by a certain
Mr E Stubbs to relinquish the Club’s liquor licence. A
vote was taken amongst the 41 members present and
the motion was defeated by ‘a large majority’. The
same motion was put the following year and received
the same response.
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around the club
tuesday gold coin

10am to noon. All members welcome.

saturday gold coin

With Winter Pennant coming to an end, Saturday
Gold Coin is set to return. If you are interested
keep it in mind and if really interested maybe
help organise the teams on the day. 12.50pm –
open to all members.

Club Coaches

Did you know that the Club has four BV qualified
Club Coaches? They are Malcolm, Sue, Wayne
and Norman and they’d be happy to oblige if
you’d like some help with your bowling. Just
let one of them know when you’d like to get
together.

Clubhouse Painting

The clubhouse will be getting a new coat of
paint, inside and out. The work will start on
Monday, 30 July and should be finished by
Friday, 31 August. The first week of the program
will focus on the main club room, so there may
be a few days where the inside of the club is not
available. We’ll be posting signs to let everyone
know.

Green Drainage

The drains have all been inspected and are
all functioning well. The problem appears to
be high biological loading in upper surface
which prevents water draining away through
the surface of the green. As a result we will be
spraying the green as soon as there is a break
in the wet weather. Signs will be posted.

Match Committees

Those who attended the AGM will recall that
only Sue Gill had nominated for the Saturday
Match Committee and that the two remaining
selectors would be appointed by the Board. We
can now announce that the full Saturday Match
Committee for the 2018-19 season will be Sue
Gill, Stephen Mooney and Malcolm Stevenson.
To refresh your memories, the Midweek Match
Committee members for this year are Don
Churchill, Kel Edgar and Martin Scriven.

Club Calendar 2018-2019

Under construction

A little bit more history . . .
Bowls historians believe that
the game developed from the
Egyptians.

One of their pastimes was to play skittles with round
stones. This has been determined based on artifacts
found in tombs dating circa 5,000 BC. The sport
spread across the world and took a variety of forms,
Bocce (Italian), Bolla (Saxon), Bolle (Danish), Boules
(French) and Ula Miaka (Polynesian). The sport of
lawn bowls is the forerunner of curling, a tremendously
popular winter version played in northern countries
(including Canada) on ice.
The oldest lawn bowls site still played on is in
Southampton, England. Records show that the green
has been in operation since 1299 AD. There are
other claims of greens being in use before that time,
but these are unsubstantiated by proper or sufficient
documentation. During the reign of Richard II bowls
were referred to as ‘gettre de pere’ or’jetter de pierre,’
and describes throwing a stone, probably as round as
possible. In the early 15th century bowls were made
of hardwoods and, after the 16th century discovery of
Santo Domingo, of lignum vitae, a very dense wood.
It’s believed that the ‘bias’ was introduced
inadvertently in 1522 by the Duke of Suffolk.
Apparently his bowl split in two after striking other
bowls and he took a knob off of a stairway banister
post for a replacement. The flat side of the knob
caused it to roll with a bias and he experimented by
curving his bowl around others. The word spread and
biased bowls gradually came into use.
Certainly the most famous story in lawn bowls is about
Sir Francis Drake and the Spanish Armada. On July
19, 1588, Drake was involved in a game at Plymouth
when he was notified that the Spanish Armada had
been sighted. The tale says his response was, ‘There
is plenty of time to win the game and thrash the
Spaniards too.’ He then proceeded to finish his match
and the British Navy soundly defeated the Armada.
There is a lot of controversy as to whether this event
actually took place.
Henry VIII was also a lawn bowler. However, he
banned the game for those who were not wealthy or
‘well to do’ because ‘Bowyes, Fletchers, Stringers
and Arrowhead makers’ were spending more time at
recreational events such as bowls instead of practicing
their trade. Henry requested that anybody who wished
to keep a green pay a fee of 100 pounds. However,
the green could only be used for private play and he
forbade anyone to ‘play at any bowle or bowles in
open space out of his own garden or orchard.’ English
and Scottish colonists brought the game to America.
from The Vale of Leven Club website

